Dispersal history of SARS-CoV-2 in Galicia, Spain
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Abstract
The dynamics of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) transmission are influenced by a variety of factors, including social restrictions and the emergence of distinct variants. In this study, we delve into the origins and dissemination of the Alpha, Delta, and Omicron-BA.1 variants of concern in Galicia, northwest Spain. For this, we leveraged genomic data collected by the EPICOVIGAL Consortium and from the GISAID database, along with mobility information from other Spanish regions and foreign countries. Our analysis indicates that initial introductions during the Alpha phase were predominantly from other Spanish regions and France. However, as the pandemic progressed, introductions from Portugal and the United States became increasingly significant. The number of detected introductions varied from 96 and 101 for Alpha and Delta to 39 for Omicron-BA.1.
Most of these introductions left a low number of descendants (<10), suggesting a limited impact on the evolution of the pandemic in Galicia. Notably, Galicia’s major coastal cities emerged as critical hubs for viral transmission, highlighting their role in sustaining and spreading the virus. This research emphasizes the critical role of regional connectivity in the spread of SARS-CoV-2 and offers essential insights for enhancing public health strategies and surveillance measures.
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**1 | INTRODUCTION**

Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), a member of the betacoronavirus family, was first identified in December 2019 in Wuhan, China.\(^1\) It is responsible for the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic, which was declared a public health emergency of international concern by the World Health Organization (WHO) on January 30, 2020.\(^2\) As of June 2024, there have been 704 million people globally infected with SARS-CoV-2, resulting in more than 7 million confirmed fatalities. In response, nations worldwide enforced a variety of containment measures, ranging from social distancing and mandatory mask-wearing to lockdowns and, subsequently, vaccination campaigns.\(^3,4\) In Spain, the virus affected over 13.8 million individuals and was linked to approximately 120,000 deaths.\(^5\) While some containment strategies in Spain, such as national lockdowns and mask mandates, were uniform across the country, others were implemented at the discretion of the various autonomous regions or territories.\(^6\)

In this study, we explore the historical dispersal of SARS-CoV-2 within Galicia, an autonomous community located in the northwest corner of the Iberian Peninsula, bordering Portugal. Endowed with independent governance, particularly in health matters, Galicia segments its healthcare services across seven main districts, each coupled with a major public hospital servicing the seven principal cities (Supporting Information: Figure 1). A Coruña and Vigo are the most populous, while Santiago de Compostela is the regional capital and a renowned pilgrimage destination. Besides these urban centers, smaller towns and rural areas account for 63.3% of the region’s population, highlighting its disseminated population structure (Galician Institute of Statistics, [https://www.ige.gal](https://www.ige.gal)).

By March 2022, Galicia, reflecting the wider scenario across Spain, had experienced six distinct waves of COVID-19 cases since the beginning of the pandemic (Figure 1). The initial wave, commencing around March 2020, was not distinguished by the number of cases but rather by the severity of counteractions, notably a nationwide lockdown. This phase gave way to a second wave in the summer of 2020, driven by relaxed restrictions, including the restoration of passenger transport, and the spread of the B.1.177 lineage across Europe.\(^7\) The Alpha variant of concern (VOC) entered Galicia and Spain during a third wave, proliferating alongside pre-existing variants.

**FIGURE 1** Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) epidemic waves in Galicia from February 2020 to March 2022. Number of samples available in the GISAID database (left-axis; bars) and diagnosed cases recorded by the Spanish National Epidemiology Center (CNE) (right-axis; black line) for Galicia from February 2020 to March 2022. Bar colors represent different lineages or variants, as explained in the legend.
This surge in cases was presumably fueled by increased social interactions over the Christmas period, despite the implementation of several containment strategies.

The fourth wave was primarily dominated by the Alpha variant but also saw non-pervasive introductions of other VOCs, such as Beta and Gamma. This period coincided with the initiation of the vaccination campaign and the reinstatement of rigid public health guidelines, such as the virtual delivery of university courses in Galicia, resulting in fewer cases. The emergence of the Delta variant in the summer of 2021 propelled Galicia into its fifth epidemic wave, marked by a significant surge in cases. Finally, the sixth wave, beginning in October 2021 and pushing into early 2022, encompassed the ending of Delta and the ascent of Omicron, facilitating the highest number of cases across the region during the pandemic. This occurred amidst the least stringent restrictions to date, with a short-lived reinstatement of mandatory outdoor mask-wearing.

To delve into the progression of the SARS-CoV-2 epidemic within Galicia, we formed the EPICOVIGAL Consortium (https://epicovigal.uvigo.es). This consortium represents a collaborative endeavor comprising a network of laboratories affiliated with three universities and the Microbiology Departments from the seven primary hospitals under the Galician Public Health System (Servizo Galego de Saúde, SERGAS). This strategic partnership was pivotal in facilitating the highest number of cases across the region during the pandemic. This occurred amidst the least stringent restrictions to date, with a short-lived reinstatement of mandatory outdoor mask-wearing.

2 | METHODS

This study was conducted by members of the EPICOVIGAL Consortium under the approval of the Research Ethics Committee of Pontevedra-Vigo-Ourense (code 2020/422).

2.1 | Sample collection

Nasopharyngeal exudate samples from individuals putatively infected with SARS-CoV-2 were selected by the EPICOVIGAL members of the Microbiology Departments of the following hospitals of the Public Health System in Galicia (Servizo Galego de Saúde, SERGAS): Complexo Hospitalario Universitario de Ferrol (CHUF), Complexo Hospitalario Universitario de A Coruña (CHUAC), Hospital Universitario Lucus Augusti (HULA), Complexo Hospitalario Universitario de Santiago de Compostela (CHUS), Complexo Hospitalario Universitario de Ourense (CHUO), Complexo Hospitalario de Pontevedra (CHOP), and Complexo Hospitalario Universitario de Vigo (CHUVI). A total of 4199 leftovers of the samples received for the routine diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2 infection were studied. We also collected metadata such as gender, age, town of residence, and postal code when possible. A detailed description of the samples obtained by the EPICOVIGAL Consortium can be accessed from the Nextstrain (https://nextstrain.org/groups/epicovigal/ncov/galicia-in-progress) and Microreact sites (https://microreact.org/project/nzya2sYASCUBxEkF24PV49-epicovigal).

2.2 | RNA extraction and viral load measurement

Following the manufacturer’s recommendations, we extracted DNA/RNA from the nasopharyngeal exudates with different kits (Supporting Information: Table 1). We measured each sample’s SARS-CoV-2 genome copy number by real-time reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) of the ORF1ab, E, N, RdRP, or S genes (Supporting Information: Table 1). Only samples with Ct < 30 were analyzed further.

2.3 | cDNA synthesis and multiplex amplification

We followed the ARTIC sequencing protocol (v.3) with slight modifications. This multiplex PCR-based target enrichment produces 400 bp amplicons that span the SARS-CoV-2 genome. First, we retrotranscribed the RNA samples to cDNA using the SuperScript IV reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen), starting with 11 μL of RNA. Then, we ran 30-35 PCR cycles for all the samples, independently of the Ct value, using the ARTIC nCov-2019 V3 (IDT) panel until October 2021 and the ARTIC V4 nCov-2019 (IDT) panel afterward, with the Q5 Hot Start DNA polymerase (New England Biolabs). PCR products were mixed, cleaned, and eluted with 35 μL NFW (or 10 mM Tris-Cl, pH 8.5) and quantified with the Qubit 3.0 using the dsDNA BR or HS kits (Thermo Fisher Scientific). We checked the amplicon sizes with the 2200/4150 TapeStation D1000 kit (Agilent Technologies) or the 2100 Bioanalyzer System (Agilent Technologies).

2.4 | Library construction and genome sequencing

We built a single whole-genome sequencing library for each sample, employing the DNA Prep (M) Tagmentation kit (Illumina) using 1/4 of the recommended volume, with approximately 100–125 ng of input DNA. We quantified the sequencing libraries with the Qubit 3.0 using the dsDNA HS kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and checked their sizes with the 2200/4150 TapeStation D1000 kit (Agilent Technologies) or with the 2100 Bioanalyzer System (Agilent Technologies). Finally, we sequenced them on the iSeq (PE150 reads), MiniSeq (PE150 reads), and Miseq (PE300 reads) platforms at the sequencing facilities of CHUAC, CHUS, CHUVI, and University of Vigo.
2.5 Construction of consensus sequences

For each of the resulting FASTQ files, we used FastQC v.0.11.9 \(^{11}\) to assess the quality of the reads. We mapped the reads to the reference SARS-CoV-2 genome MN908947.3 using BWA v.0.7.17 \(^{12}\) and trimmed them using iVar v.1.3.1 \(^{13}\) (minimum length of the read after trimming = 30; minimum quality threshold for the sliding window = 20; width of the sliding window = 4). After trimming, we used iVar to generate the consensus sequence for each sample (minimum depth = 10; minimum frequency threshold = 0.5; minimum quality score threshold per base = 20). We assessed the quality of the consensus sequences and classified those with “good” overall status into clades with Nextclade (v.2.3.1) \(^{14}\) and into PANGO lineages with Pangolin v.4.1.3. \(^{15}\) The final number of Alpha, Delta, and Omicron (BA.1) consensus sequences that passed all the filters was 2471.

2.6 Collection of additional Galician sequences from GISAID

We downloaded all the Galician sequences available in GISAID \(^{16}\) for the Alpha, Delta, and Omicron VOCs that met the following GISAID criteria: were “complete” (length > 29 000 nt); presented a complete collection date (year-month-day); came from a human; and, for Alpha and Delta, were “high coverage” (<1% of missing bases and <0.05% of unique amino acid mutations). For Omicron, we excluded those with “low coverage” (>5% missing bases) but did not enforce the "high coverage" filter, as it would imply discarding >90% of the Omicron samples from all around the world. For each of these three VOCs, we retained only those samples with "good quality" according to Nextclade and that were successfully assigned to the corresponding Nextclade clade or PANGO lineage (clade 20I/lineage B.1.1.7 for Alpha and clades 21A, 21I, and 21J/lineage B.1.617.2 and sublineages (AY) for Delta). For Omicron, we only considered lineage BA.1 and its sublineages (clade 21K), as the pandemic wave corresponding to BA.2 for Delta). For Omicron, we only considered lineage BA.1 and its sublineages (clade 21K), as the pandemic wave corresponding to BA.2 for Delta). Nextclade and that were successfully assigned to the corresponding Nextclade clade or PANGO lineage (clade 20I/lineage B.1.1.7 for Alpha and clades 21A, 21I, and 21J/lineage B.1.617.2 and sublineages (AY) for Delta). For Omicron, we only considered lineage BA.1 and its sublineages (clade 21K), as the pandemic wave corresponding to BA.2 and the rest of the Omicron sublineages was still ongoing at the start of this study. The final number of Alpha, Delta, and Omicron (BA.1) Galician sequences in GISAID that passed all the filters was 6964.

2.7 Selection of non-Galician sequences

To estimate the history of the introductions of Alpha, Delta, and Omicron-Ba.1 in Galicia from other Spanish regions or countries, we sampled several non-Galician SARS-CoV-2 sequences from GISAID according to their prior probability of resulting in novel introductions in Galicia. We used mobility data from the Spanish National Institute of Statistics (INE; https://www.ine.es) to calculate the latter, corresponding to the number of mobile phones entering different Spanish regions and the region or country of origin. We note that any type of mobility data presents limitations, depending on how it is obtained, and it may not be representative of the whole population, as not everyone carries a mobile phone, for example. However, it still provides a good approximation of the influx of travelers in and out of specific locations. \(^{17,18}\) We considered each Spanish region as a different entity at the same level as a country. We sampled sequences between weeks 52 of 2020 and 32 of 2021 (20-12-2020 to 14-08-2021) for Alpha, between weeks 25 and 50 of 2021 (20-06-2021 to 18-12-2021) for Delta, and between weeks 49 of 2021 and 13 of 2022 (05-12-2021 to 03-04-2022) for BA.1. We used the connectivity from all the available locations to Galicia for each of these periods, ranked them and selected the regions and countries that represented the 95% of the mobility to Galicia. We used the number of samples to collect from each location as the number of reported cases in the region/country × fraction of connectivity to Galicia × 6.5/10 000, with a minimum number of samples of 100 for Alpha and Delta and 50 for Omicron-Ba.1. These thresholds were arbitrarily set to obtain large but manageable data sets, as in Truong Nguyen. \(^{19}\) When possible, we selected an even number of samples per week and distinct locations for each region or country. Alpha and Omicron-Ba.1 sequences were downloaded on 11-06-2022, while the Delta sequences were downloaded on 26-04-2022. We retained sequences with a "good" overall status in Nextclade and removed duplicates with seqkit v.2.1.0. \(^{20}\)

With these sequences, we built a multiple sequence alignment with Nextalign v.1.11.0 \(^{8}\) for each VOC, including a random sample of 1000 Galician sequences. For each alignment, we estimated a maximum likelihood (ML) tree with IQ-TREE v.2.1.8 \(^{21}\) based on the optimal substitution model suggested by ModelFinder. \(^{22}\) Nodal support was computed with 2000 ultrafast bootstrap replicates. \(^{23}\) We used TreeTime v.0.8.3 \(^{24}\) with the option "clock" to detect temporal outliers and removed them from further analyses. The final number of sequences per alignment was 3695, 3548, and 3529 for Alpha, Delta, and Omicron-Ba.1.

2.8 Bayesian analysis of introductions

We used BEAST v1.10.5 (prerelease #23570d1) \(^{25}\) to infer the VOC introductions. BEAST employs a formal Bayesian framework that considers the uncertainty of the phylogeny while estimating several phylodynamic parameters of interest. Here, we leveraged a phylogeographic generalized linear model (GLM) incorporating the region/country of sampling as a discrete trait and including a connectivity matrix between locations as a covariate. \(^{17,26}\) This matrix was log-transformed and standardized before being included in the phylogeographic GLM. We used the INE mobility data previously described for the connectivity data between Spanish regions and between them and other countries. For the connectivity between countries, we used aggregated Facebook international mobility data from January 2021 to March 2022. We opted to use Facebook data instead of Google aggregated mobility data because it was more readily available for our period of interest. Facebook mobility data correlates highly to Google mobility data. \(^{17}\)

We started our Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) analysis in BEAST v1.10.5 using a timed tree estimated by TreeTime (with options
the substitution model,27 with empirical base frequencies, and rate variation among sites following a discretized gamma distribution with four rate categories,28 with a fixed evolutionary rate of $7.5 \times 10^{-4}$ nucleotide substitutions/site/year18 and a Bayesian non-parametric coalescent (skygrid) model29 as the tree prior. Missing covariate values in the connectivity matrices were integrated out using efficient gradient approximations30 to the trait data likelihood.31 We simulated seven or more independent MCMC chains per dataset, discarded at least 10% of each chain as burn-in, and combined the results with LogCombiner.25 We ran the chains until all continuous parameters (or most in the case of Omicron-BA.1, see below) presented effective sampling sizes (ESSs) > 100, totaling 1214 M generations for Alpha and 1500 M for Delta. For the Omicron-BA.1 analysis, which has a higher location state dimensionality and hence a larger number of missing covariate values, 3.125% of missing covariate values presented an ESS < 100 after 1200 M combined generations. From the posterior tree distributions, we summarized the transition histories and their timing using the tool TreeMarkovJumpHistoryAnalyzer implemented in BEAST.17,32 All the BEAST analyses were executed using the BEAGLE library (v.4).33

2.9 Identification of Galician transmission clusters

We used a three-step approach to identify specific outbreaks and transmission clusters in Galicia. First, we used Breakfast34 to delimit clusters of closely related sequences. Breakfast is a simple method for clustering SARS-CoV-2 genomes using sets of mutations (e.g., detected by Nextclade) that can work with large datasets. Second, we reconstructed the phylogenetic relationships within these clusters using all the Galician sequences and a random sample of non-Galician sequences. Third, we estimated the most likely location of all the ancestral nodes and identified monophyletic groups of Galician sequences sharing a most recent common ancestor in Galicia (see below). For this purpose, we downloaded all the available sequences from GISAID for Alpha and Omicron on 11-06-2022 and Delta on 13-05-2022. After removing duplicates and low-quality sequences, we added to these datasets all the available Galician sequences in GISAID to those we sequenced. We ran Breakfast v.0.4.3 with a minimum size of 5 to call a cluster and a maximum pairwise distance of 1 between clustered sequences without skipping deletions or insertions. In the three epidemic waves under study, there was a single Breakfast cluster that included most of the sequences (51% of Alpha, 91% of Delta, and 99% of Omicron-BA.1). These three clusters contain millions of sequences, so we did a random subsampling of the non-Galician sequences in these large clusters, keeping an even number of sequences per week. Including the Galician sequences, the final datasets contained approximately 2000 sequences for Alpha (the smallest cluster) and approximately 10 000 for Delta and Omicron. We estimated maximum likelihood (ML) trees for these three data sets using IQ-TREE under the optimal substitution model suggested by ModelFinder, with 1000 ultrafast bootstrap replicates. Then, we carried out an ML ancestral reconstruction of the character location (“Galicia” or “Other”) at the internal nodes of these trees with the “ape” package35 in R.36 Finally, we extracted the clusters in those trees exclusively composed of Galician sequences that shared a parental node assigned to “Galicia.” We repeated the random subsampling described above and the whole cluster identification procedure five times to ensure that the Galician clusters identified were independent of the subsampling.37 Apart from these three large clusters, there were smaller clusters containing only Galician samples that we used in full and others that were not informative enough to analyze (i.e., clusters in which all the samples belonged to the same location and lacked zip codes).

2.10 Bayesian phylogeographic reconstruction

We aligned the sequences using Nextalign for each transmission cluster and inferred the ML tree using IQ-TREE. We used BEAST to infer the phylogeographic history of each transmission cluster. For this, we included the geographical coordinates for each sequence as a trait. These coordinates were extracted from the sample’s location or zip code. To avoid two samples being associated with the same coordinates, we added a jitter (0.001) to each value.38,39 We started the MCMC analysis on the ML tree estimated by IQ-TREE, using HKY as the substitution model, with empirical base frequencies and rate variation among sites following a discretized gamma distribution with four rate categories, with a fixed evolutionary rate of $7.5 \times 10^{-4}$ and a Bayesian nonparametric coalescent model as the tree prior. We simulated multiple independent MCMC chains per dataset and combined the results with LogCombiner. We ran the MCMC analyses until all parameters presented combined ESSs > 200 and built a maximum clade credibility (MCC) tree using TreeAnnotator v.1.10.425 with 1000 samples from the posterior distribution. Finally, we used the R package “seraphim”39 to extract the spatiotemporal information embedded in the MCC tree and to generate a graph of the dispersal history for each cluster.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Introductions of SARS-CoV-2 VOCs in Galicia

Our analysis revealed at least 96 independent introductions (95% highest posterior density [HPD] = 84–106) of the Alpha variant in Galicia. Among these, 83 (95% HPD = 73–92) had a “low” (<10) number of sampled descendants, including 40 (95% HPD = 33–46) with only one descendant (i.e., singletons). Most of these introductions were inferred to originate from other Spanish regions (Figure 2A,B), particularly Madrid, Castile and Leon, Catalonia, and Asturias. Interestingly, the number of introductions from France ranked second, only after those from Madrid. Additionally, we identified five introductions from Portugal, a neighboring country that shares an
Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) introductions into Galicia during the Alpha, Delta, and Omicron-BA.1 waves. Left: Circular migration flow plot based on the Markov jumps between multiple countries and several Spanish regions, including Galicia. (a: Alpha; c: Delta; e: Omicron). Right: Mean and 95% highest posterior density (HPD) number of transitions from Spain and other countries to Galicia, computed from all the trees from the posterior distribution. (b: Alpha; d: Delta; f: Omicron). Correspondence between codes ISO 3166-2 and the complete name of the location in Supporting Information: Table 2.
extensive border with Galicia. Thirteen international introductions resulted in a noticeable number (>10) of Galician descendants, including one introduction from France around November 2020, which produced 194 descendants. This event, occurring just before the surge of the Alpha wave within Galicia, might have had a relevant influence on the proliferation of this variant across the region.

For the Delta variant, we inferred 101 (95% HPD = 87–112) independent introductions (Figure 2C,D). Like Alpha, most Delta introductions were also small, with only 11 resulting in more than 10 sampled descendants. However, the origins of the Delta introductions differ from those observed with the Alpha variant, with Portugal and United States being the most significant sources, followed by Madrid, France, and Germany. The emergence of the Delta wave in Galicia occurred during the summer of 2021, coinciding with the relaxation of previous containment measures and an increase in international tourism, which likely facilitated the spread of this variant. Specifically noteworthy were two Delta introductions from the United Kingdom (UK)—a first one in early June 2021 and a subsequent one in mid-July 2021—leading to the identification of 31 (95% HPD = 23–36) and 67 (95% HPD = 66–67) sampled descendants, respectively. During the initial wave of the Omicron variant (encompassing BA.1 and its sublineages) in Galicia, we identified 39 introductions (95% HPD = 28–46) (Figure 2E,F), notably lower than the number of introductions attributed to Alpha and Delta. Consistent with the patterns observed for Alpha and Delta, most Omicron introductions left a limited number of descendants, with only four (95% HPD = 2–6) leaving more than 10. Intriguingly, despite not overlapping with the summer vacation period—a peak time for international travel—most Omicron introductions in Galicia were predominantly international, particularly from France, Portugal, the United States, Germany, and the UK.

3.2 | Phylogeography reconstructions

We identified five transmission clusters that suggested significant local spread: five for Alpha, two for Delta, and a single cluster for Omicron. These clusters were selected for more in-depth exploration based on two criteria: each contained at least 20 Galician samples and showcased a geographical distribution, spreading across different locations or associated with distinct zip codes.

Most of the selected Alpha clusters showed relatively high mobility and connectivity across Galicia. Cluster 1-1 (Figure 3A) has an uncertain origin, with ancestors in the three main Galician cities, Vigo, Santiago de Compostela, and A Coruña. These results suggest sustained migration over time not only within these cities but also among them. Cluster 1-2 (Figure 3B) and Cluster 2 (Figure 3C) appear to have originated in Vigo, in the southwest, and later spread to more remote areas. Cluster 3 (Figure 3D) likely originated in Santiago de Compostela, extending primarily to smaller adjacent locations but also more distant ones near A Coruña and the western part of Galicia. On the other hand, Cluster 4 (Figure 3E) is centered around A Coruña, with relatively few connections with neighboring locations.

In the case of Delta, cluster 1-1 (Figure 4A,B) consists of sequences almost exclusively from Vigo. The lack of a discernible clustering pattern within the city itself is interesting. Still, this ambiguity regarding the virus’s spread within Vigo could stem from limitations in pinpointing exact locations due to the use of postal codes and jittered coordinates. An additional factor could be the lifting of several COVID-19 restrictions, including those impacting nightlife venues. In contrast, subcluster 1-2 (Figure 4C) exhibits a significantly broader dispersion across the entirety of Galicia, again marking the region’s three largest cities as primary hotspots, with a likely origin in Vigo.

The Omicron cluster (Figure 4D) arose in Vigo and mainly circulated inside the city, with some connections to other locations, but apparently without further local transmission.

4 | DISCUSSION

The dynamics surrounding the introductions of the SARS-CoV-2 Alpha, Delta, and Omicron-Ba.1 variants into Galicia underscores the complexities tied to geographical, social, and structural factors within regions. The dispersal of these VOCs has been studied in multiple regions, but this is the first study about their impact in Galicia. Galicia’s position in the northwest corner of Spain, bordered by Portugal to the south and the Atlantic Ocean to the west and north, fundamentally shapes its connectivity with both national and international regions. This peripheral location means terrestrial access is feasible only through other Spanish regions and Portugal, with air connections being relatively limited, especially during off-peak travel periods. These geographical conditions, together with the different non-pharmaceutical interventions implemented, which included perimeter closures during specific periods (i.e., the Holy Week), likely played a significant role in the pattern of SARS-CoV-2 introductions observed.

Most introductions of the Alpha variant into Galicia originated from other Spanish regions. Madrid accounted for the highest number of detected introductions during this period, likely due to its extensive connectivity with Galicia via numerous trains and flights. Given its status as Spain’s capital and Galicia as a favored holiday spot, considerable travel occurs between these regions for both business and leisure. This is evidenced by the detection of Galicia’s first COVID-19 case in 2020, originating from Madrid. A similar scenario occurs with Catalonia, which, as Spain’s second-largest region in terms of population, maintains a strong connection to Galicia, facilitating the movement of individuals. The adjacency of Castile and Leon, and Asturias to Galicia further contributes to a notable number of introductions, underscored by their geographical proximity.

Most international introductions of the Alpha variant into Galicia were attributed to France, a country that, despite its relatively large distance from Galicia, maintains strong connections with Spain. Conversely, despite its geographical proximity and high connectivity with Galicia—including a significant daily cross-border workforce—Portugal accounted for a minimal number of Alpha introductions. This phenomenon is likely tied to the Spanish–Portuguese border closure
FIGURE 3  Continuous phylogeographic reconstruction of selected Alpha clusters. (A) Cluster 1-1; (B) Cluster 1-2; (C) Cluster 2; (D) Cluster 3; (E) Cluster 4. We map the maximum clade credibility (MCC) trees and overall 80% highest posterior density (HPD) regions reflecting the uncertainty related to the Bayesian phylogeographic inference. MCC trees and 80% HPD regions are based on 1,000 trees sampled from each posterior distribution and colored based on their time of occurrence. The direction of viral lineage movement is indicated by edge curvature (anticlockwise).
from January 31 to May 1, 2021, allowing only crossings for justified reasons, such as work, whereas the Franco-Spanish border remained accessible during the same period. Introductions from other European countries may be accounted for by tourists or expatriates returning for the summer or holiday seasons. Interestingly, no introductions were detected from the UK, Alpha’s place of origin, which can likely be attributed to stringent travel restrictions imposed between the UK and Spain during this period.42 This observation underscores the influence

FIGURE 4 Continuous phylogeographic reconstruction of selected Delta clusters and Omicron-BA.1 cluster 1. (A) Delta Cluster 1-1, general vision; (B) Delta Cluster 1-1, zoom in Vigo; (C) Delta Cluster 1-2; (D) Omicron-BA.1 Cluster 1. We map the maximum clade credibility (MCC) trees and overall 80% highest posterior density (HPD) regions, reflecting the uncertainty related to the Bayesian phylogeographic inference. MCC trees and 80% HPD regions are based on 1,000 trees sampled from each posterior distribution and colored based on their time of occurrence. The direction of viral lineage movement is indicated by edge curvature (anti-clockwise).
of both travel policies and geographical connectivity on the pattern of SARS-CoV-2 variant introductions.

The observed increase in introductions during the Delta wave may be attributed to its onset in summer, a period marked by peak connectivity (Supporting Information: Figure 2), alongside a relaxation in several containment measures and Delta's higher transmissibility compared to Alpha.45 This phase witnessed the relaxation of stringent restrictions, including the lifting of perimeter closures and of the outdoor mask mandate. Concurrently, the acceleration of vaccination campaigns permitted the reopening of various leisure sectors, such as hospitality and nightlife, likely fueling international tourism. Notably, Portugal emerged as the principal origin of Delta introductions, closely followed by the United States. This contrasted with the Alpha wave period, characterized by more restrictive travel measures, limiting introductions largely to fewer countries. During the summer season, there is an increase in direct flights connecting Galician airports with several European destinations, which likely facilitated the observed increase in introductions. Additionally, domestic connectivity to Galicia peaked in August, mirroring the pattern of increased international connectivity. However, the number of national introductions during the Delta wave was comparatively smaller than in the Alpha period, underscoring the significant role of international movement in the spread of the Delta variant.

The onset of the Omicron-BA.1 wave was marked by the reinstatement of more stringent measures, coinciding with the Christmas holiday season. The enforcement of a COVID-19 certificate for access to various activities, recommendations for minimizing contacts, and the cancellation of New Year's celebrations exemplify these tightened restrictions. By Week 6 of 2022 (around February 10, 2022), outdoor mask mandates were lifted, and the requirement for the COVID-19 certificate was discontinued, aligning with a decrease in cases following the Christmas peak. The pattern of introductions during the Omicron wave diverged significantly from previous waves, with a total of 39 introductions, markedly less than those reported for Alpha and Delta (96 and 101, respectively). The introductions during this period were predominantly from international sources, with a smaller proportion of national ones. Despite increased connectivity associated with the Christmas season, it did not reach summer levels. However, the reduction in introductions during Omicron’s emergence cannot solely be attributed to the seasonal variation in connectivity, especially considering that total COVID-19 cases peaked during this period. This indicates that other factors, possibly including the implemented health measures and the characteristics of the Omicron variant itself, played significant roles in shaping the dynamics of its spread.

The three variants had in common that most introductions led to a low number of descendants, including a significant proportion of singletons, while only a minority resulted in extensive transmission chains. This pattern of transmission, characterized by the heterogeneity in the efficiency of SARS-CoV-2 to propagate and establish substantial local transmission networks, has also been described in other countries.40,41 Further studies will be needed to understand the exact factors influencing the likelihood of persistence of a given introduction.

The analysis of the Alpha clusters in Galicia revealed that control measures effectively reduced the virus’s spread from primary sources, predominantly situated in the largest cities. These containment strategies included the enforcement of municipal perimeter closures, restrictions on social gatherings, regulated operational hours or complete shutdown of hospitality, reduced capacities in retail establishments, and the transition to online teaching. Coupled with the inherently lower transmissibility of Alpha,45 these measures likely played a crucial role in restricting the virus's dissemination to other areas and minimized the extent of Alpha transmission clusters compared to those observed for Delta. The control measures were tightened immediately following the Christmas season, with a gradual relaxation as the summer approached. This phase saw the lifting of outdoor mask mandates and the reinstatement of nightlife activities, which likely contributed to heightened virus transmission to less populous areas towards the latter part of the analyzed period.

For the Delta wave, we detected a major transmission cluster that originated in some of the largest cities and subsequently dispersed to numerous remote areas. This development aligns with the timing of the Delta wave’s emergence at the tail end of the Alpha wave during the summer, a period characterized by the relaxation of various control measures. Conversely, the other Delta cluster exhibited a more localized behavior, primarily confined to the city of Vigo. This pattern reflects the relaxed containment strategies within urban centers, where the imposition of the COVID-19 certificate was mainly limited to regulating access to the interiors of venues.

The detailed analysis of the Omicron-BA.1 wave, particularly focusing on a transmission cluster centered in Vigo, revealed a pattern primarily consisting of within-city transmission alongside several long-distance transmission events that did not lead to further local outbreaks. During this period, traveling was discouraged, yet without an outright ban, and the implementation of various restrictions over the Christmas season potentially mitigated broader viral spread. The observed dynamics of this cluster, along with a relatively low number of detected introductions alongside Omicron BA.1’s higher transmissibility compared to Alpha and Delta,46 and the peak in case numbers, presents a paradox. A potential explanation for this might lie in the limitations of sequencing capabilities. With an overwhelming number of cases, it is plausible that sequencing efforts could only target a selective number of cases from each outbreak, markedly less than in previous waves where a larger proportion of cases underwent sequencing due to lower overall numbers (Supporting Information: Figure 3). Consequently, this limitation may have impaired the detection of some introductions and clusters. Furthermore, Omicron BA.1’s tendency to result in a higher incidence of asymptomatic and mild cases, as influenced by pre-existing immunity from vaccinations and past infections, and its own intrinsic properties,47,48 complicates direct comparisons with Alpha and Delta.

Throughout the emergence and spread of the three variants, connections between the main cities remained stable despite varying degrees of restrictions. This sustained interaction can be attributed to the fact that essential movements between cities, such as working, studying, or access to health services, were not restricted. Viral
transmission within cities appeared steady, and, despite intermittent stringent control measures, such as bans on meeting individuals from outside one’s household during the Alpha wave, essential activities at workplaces and educational institutions continued as potential venues for interactions. While masks were mandatory in Spain for long periods, they were not always correctly worn or used, contributing to ongoing transmission risks.49 The majority of the identified transmission clusters were predominantly concentrated in coastal cities (A Coruña and Vigo) and the administrative capital (Santiago de Compostela), with much lower dissemination to inner locations. These cities also house the hospitals that contribute most Galician samples to the GISAID database (Supporting Information: Figure 4), suggesting a potential bias towards detecting clusters more frequently within these urban centers than in more remote or less populous areas.

Indeed, when interpreting these results, we must always consider the uneven sampling of the different Galician locations, the differential sequencing efforts, and the reduced sample sizes necessary to make different analyses computationally feasible, as all these elements can influence the results to some extent.43,50 Several strategies were employed in this study to mitigate the impact of these variables. Incorporating known connectivity data among different locations helped to contextualize the spread and potential transmission networks, providing a more informed framework for the analysis. Additionally, conducting multiple iterations of the analyses with subsamples helped to account for the variability introduced by the sample selection process. Despite these efforts, limitations stemming from the quantity and quality of the available sequence data and its metadata could still introduce biases, particularly for Omicron, where the fraction of cases that underwent sequencing was substantially lower.

In conclusion, the analysis of the SARS-CoV-2 introductions in Galicia suggests a disconnection between the number of introductions and the case numbers. The limited number of descendant cases from these introductions suggests that they did not markedly impact the evolution of the pandemic in Galicia. Furthermore, the source and frequency of these introductions appear to be influenced by the timing and nature of the restrictions implemented. Notably, coastal cities emerged as key nodes in the viral transmission networks, serving both as reservoirs for sustaining local transmission and as sources for the virus’s dispersion to smaller, more distant locations. This dynamic underscores the role of urban centers in the epidemiology of SARS-CoV-2, revealing how geographic, social, and mobility factors combine to shape the virus’s spread within and beyond these population hubs.
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